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The Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) has approved Chicago Board 
Options Exchange (“CBOE” or “the Exchange”) rule filing SR-CBOE-2007-106, 
which amends various Exchange rules respecting the conduct of an options 
business with non-member customers.  The rule changes will allow member 
organizations to incorporate the supervision and compliance responsibilities of a 
member organization’s public customer options business into a firm’s total 
management structure.    A copy of the rule filing and the SEC’s approval order is 
available on CBOE’s website at http://www.cboe.org/legal. 
 
Members and member organizations that are solely members of CBOE may avail 
themselves of these rule changes as soon as they make necessary amendments to 
their written supervisory procedures.  Members and member organizations that are 
members of another options exchange or the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, 
Inc. ("FINRA") may not avail themselves of these rule changes until such other options 
exchange or FINRA have adopted comparable rules. 
 
Key Points 
 
 Rule change allows option products to be supervised through the same 

management structure as all other securities products, consistent with 
FINRA rules. 

 
 Rule change eliminates the requirement to have a SROP and CROP; 

provides for the delegation of responsibilities to qualified individuals 
and sets forth the qualification requirements.   

 
 Rule change eliminates the requirement that discretionary orders be 

reviewed/approved on the day of entry by a ROP, for member 
organizations that utilize computer surveillance; provides for frequent, 

http://www.cboe.org/legal
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appropriate review of trading activity in accordance with a firm’s written 
supervisory procedures. 

 
 Rule change would require a member organization to designate a Chief 

Compliance Officer (CCO). 
 
 Rule change will require annual report to management of firm, certified 

by the Chief Compliance Officer, which discusses compliance issues.  
This report may be included in the report currently required under 
FINRA. 

 
 Rule change makes conforming changes to other CBOE Rules. 
 
 
Discussion 
 
Although the rule changes eliminate the positions and titles of the Senior 
Registered Options Principal (SROP) and Compliance Registered Options 
Principal (CROP), member organizations are required to designate a single 
general partner or executive officer to assume overall authority and responsibility 
for internal supervision, control of the organization and compliance with securities 
laws and regulations.  Member organizations are also required to designate 
specific qualified individuals as having supervisory responsibility over each 
aspect of the firm’s options activities (i.e., margin, new accounts, discretionary 
accounts) and to set forth the names and titles of these individuals in their written 
supervisory procedures.   
 
Specifics of the rule change include: 
 
Rule 3.6A, Qualification and Registration of Certain Associated Persons, has 
been amended to require the disclosure, on Form BD, of the identity of the Chief 
Compliance Officer. 
 
Rule 9.2, Registration of Options Principals, has been clarified to address the 
ROP qualification of individuals involved in the supervision of options sales 
practices and those individuals who are delegated specific tasks that were 
previously performed by the SROP/CROP.   
 
Rule 9.3, Registration and Termination of Representatives,  an interpretation has 
been added to specify the qualification requirements of individuals who accept 
orders from customers who are not broker-dealers.   
 
Rule 9.6, Branch Offices of Member Organizations, has been amended to 
include a definition of a branch office.   
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Rule 9.7, Opening of Accounts, (f) 3, has been amended to specifically allow one 
or more ROP qualified individuals to be responsible for approving accounts which 
do not meet the member organization's specific criteria and standards for writing 
uncovered short option transactions. 
 
Exchange Rule 9.8(a)(3) is revised to require the development and 
implementation of written policies and procedures reasonably designed to 
supervise sales managers and other supervisory personnel who service 
customer options accounts (i.e., who act in the capacity of a registered 
representative).  This requirement applies to branch office managers, sales 
managers, regional/district sales managers, or any person performing a similar 
supervisory function. Such policies and procedures are expected to encompass 
all options sales-related activities.  Rule 9.8(a)(3)(i) requires that supervisory 
reviews of producing sales managers be conducted by a qualified ROP who is 
either senior to, or otherwise "independent of", the producing manager under 
review.  This provision is intended to ensure that all options sales activity of a 
producing manager is monitored for compliance with applicable regulatory 
requirements by persons who do not have a personal interest in such activity. 
 
Rule 9.8(a)(3)(ii) provides a limited exception for members so limited in size and 
resources that there is no qualified person senior to, or otherwise independent of, 
the producing manager to conduct the review.  In this case, the reviews may be 
conducted by a qualified ROP to the extent practicable.  Under Rule 9.8(a)(3)(iii), 
a member relying on the limited size and resources exception must document the 
factors used to determine that compliance with each of the "senior" or "otherwise 
independent" standards of Rule 9.8(a)(3)(i) is not possible, and that the required 
supervisory systems and procedures in place with respect to any producing 
manager comply with the provisions of Rule 9.8(a)(3)(i) to the extent practicable. 
 
Under Rule 9.8(b)(2), a member, upon a customer's written instructions, may 
hold mail for a customer who will not be at his or her usual address for no longer 
than two months if the customer is on vacation or traveling, or three months if the 
customer is going abroad.  This provision helps ensure that members that hold 
mail for customers who are away from their usual addresses, do so only pursuant 
to the customer's written instructions and for a specified, relatively short period of 
time. 
 
Rule 9.8(b)(3) requires that, before a customer options order is executed, the 
account name or designation must be placed upon the memorandum for each 
transaction. In addition, only a qualified ROP may approve any changes in 
account names or designations. The ROP also must document the essential 
facts relied upon in approving the changes and maintain the record in a central 
location. A member is required to preserve any account designation change 
documentation for a period of not less than three years, with the documentation 
preserved for the first two years in an easily accessible place, as the term "easily 
accessible place" is used in SEC Rule 17a-4.  This rule is intended to help 
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protect account name and designation information from possible fraudulent 
activity. 
 
Rule 9.8(c)(i) requires member organizations to develop and maintain adequate 
controls over each of its business activities.  This Rule further requires that such 
controls include the establishment of procedures to independently verify and test 
the supervisory systems and procedures for those business activities.  Member 
organizations are required to include in the annual report prepared pursuant to 
Rule 9.8(g) (summarized below) a review of the member organization's efforts in 
this regard, including a summary of the tests conducted and significant 
exceptions identified.   
 
Rule 9.8(d) requires a member organization to inspect, at least annually, each 
supervisory branch office and inspect each non-supervisory branch office at least 
once every three years.  This Rule further requires that persons who conduct a 
member organization's annual branch office inspection must be independent of 
the direct supervision or control of the branch office (i.e., not the branch office 
manager, or any person who directly or indirectly reports to such manager, or 
any person to whom such manager directly reports).   
 
Rule 9.8(e) requires any member organization seeking an exemption, pursuant to 
Rule 9.8(d)(1)(ii), from the annual branch office inspection requirement to submit 
to the Exchange written policies and procedures for systematic risk-based 
surveillance of its branch offices, as defined in Rule 9.8(e).  Rule 9.8(f) requires 
that annual branch office inspection programs include, at a minimum, testing and 
verification of specified internal controls.  Rule 9.8(d)(3) provides that a member 
organization that complies with requirements of FINRA that are substantially 
similar to the requirements in Rules 9.8(d), (e) and (f) will be deemed to have met 
such requirements. 
 
Rule 9.8(g)(4) requires a member organization to designate a Chief Compliance 
Officer (CCO).  Rule 9.8(g)(5) requires each member organization's chief 
executive officer (CEO), or equivalent, to certify annually that the member 
organization has in place processes to: (1) establish and maintain policies and 
procedures reasonably designed to achieve compliance with applicable 
Exchange rules and federal securities laws and regulations; (2) modify such 
policies and procedures as business, regulatory, and legislative changes and 
events dictate; and (3) test the effectiveness of such policies and procedures on 
a periodic basis, the timing of which is reasonably designed to ensure continuing 
compliance with Exchange rules and federal securities laws and regulations.   
 
Rule 9.8(g)(5) requires that the CEO attest the CEO has conducted one or more 
meetings with the CCO in the preceding 12 months to discuss the compliance 
processes in Rule 9.8(g)(5)(i), that the CEO has consulted with the CCO and 
other officers to the extent necessary to attest to the statements in the 
certification, and the compliance processes are evidenced in a report, reviewed 
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by the CEO, CCO, and such other officers as the member organization deems 
necessary to make the certification, that is provided to the member organization's 
board of directors and audit committee (if such committee exists). 
 
Rule 9.8(g) requires that each member organization submit to the Exchange a 
written report by April 1 of each year that details the member organization's 
supervision and compliance effort, including its options compliance program, 
during the preceding year and reports on the adequacy of the member 
organization's ongoing compliance processes and procedures.  Also, Rule 9.8(h) 
requires that each member organization submit, by April 1st of each year, a copy 
of the Rule 9.8(g) annual report to one or more of its control persons or, if the 
member organization has no control person, to the audit committee of its board 
of directors or its equivalent committee or group. 
 
Rule 9.8(g) provides that a member organization that specifically includes its 
options compliance program in a report that complies with substantially similar 
requirements of FINRA will be deemed to have satisfied the requirements of 
Rules 9.8(g) and 9.8(h), however, members are still required to file the report 
with the CBOE. 
 
Rule 9.10, Discretionary Accounts, has been revised to eliminate the requirement 
that discretionary options orders be approved on the day of entry by a ROP (with 
one exception as described below).  Discretionary orders must be reviewed in 
accordance with a member organization's written supervisory procedures.  
Additionally, options discretionary accounts, the acceptance of which must be 
approved by a ROP qualified individual (other than the ROP who accepted the 
account), must be supervised in the same manner as the supervision of other 
securities accounts that are handled on a discretionary basis.   
 
Exchange Rule 9.10 has been further revised by adding, as Interpretation and 
Policy .01, a requirement that any member organization that does not utilize 
computerized surveillance tools for the frequent and appropriate review of 
discretionary account activity must establish and implement procedures to 
require ROP qualified individuals who have been designated to review 
discretionary accounts to approve and initial each discretionary order on the day 
entered.   
 
Rule 9.10(d) has been amended to limit the duration of time and price 
discretionary authority to the day it is granted, absent written authorization to the 
contrary.  In addition, Rule 9.10(d) requires any exercise of time and price 
discretion to be reflected on the customer order ticket.  This one-day limitation 
would not apply to time and price discretion exercised for orders effected with or 
for an institutional account (as defined in the rule) pursuant to valid Good-Till-
Cancelled instructions issued on a “not held” basis.   
 
Rule 9.21 (Communications to Customers), paragraph (b), has been amended to 
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eliminate the requirement that the CROP approve options communications, and 
instead permit a ROP designated by the member organization’s written 
supervisory procedures to perform such function. 
 
Additionally, conforming changes have been made to CBOE Rule 26.10. 
 
Questions regarding this Regulatory Circular may be addressed to Lawrence J. 
Bresnahan. 
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